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JAMES
RUSH
James is a coach, nutritional practitioner, lecturer, assessor, writer and
business owner.
James is a Naturopathic Nutritional Therapist (CNM) passionate about human
health and its potential as well as a Personal Trainer, Strength Coach and Business
Owner. He supports a wide range of clients, from working with patients to ease
chronic illnesses, general wellbeing and fitness, to athletes on the world stage
seeking to improve sports performance and gain another World title. His large and
loyal client base is also full with those looking to improve body composition,
increase strength and perform better in their daily lives.
James also teaches, inspiring a new generation of fitness professionals. James is
enthusiastic about education and insists on teaching his own clients how to better
their training and nutrition so that they are more equipped and come away gaining
valuable knowledge to take with them to use for the future.
James has combined his coaching background with nutritional therapy and
developed his take on what is known as Functional Sports Nutrition. This is an
integrated health perspective, merging both fields in an applied way to improve both
health and performance, with one not taking focus over the other. He works with
athletes to ensure that their best possible health is maintained off-season, in
season, while peaking for competitions and maximising recovery. A healthy athlete
is an optimal athlete that carries less stress, fewer injuries and ultimately performs
better.
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INTRODUCTION

This book will introduce the key elements to take into consideration when
setting up a diet and reflect on how they are used to structure an eating
initiative; relevant to that of our own individual health and fitness goals.
These fundamental pillars of your newly gained knowledge will help you develop your own
eating strategy. Whether you want to look at your improving your overall health, weight
management etc. we will look at how to calculate and implement these practices. Our
main focuses will be energy balance and macronutrients.
There are many "magical" diets, pills, health teas, exercise programs endorsed by overnight
celebrities who have never done a workout in their lives, fitness Apps and even surgical
procedures, along with thousands of others on offer these days, all with the same goal: to
get your hard earned cash. They claim to be the answer to our prayers, usually promising
dramatic weight loss or body composition changes. These are not only unrealistic and
unachievable, but they are unfounded by science and ignore the core basics of nutrition
and laws of energy balance.
Furthermore, these diets and remedies are usually reliant on over-endorsed supplements
with minimal scientific backing, sometimes promoting severe, damaging calorie
restrictions, or omitting major food groups from our diet in order to achieve fast results.
They will inevitably fail to bring us long term success as they are generally unhealthy and
too restrictive for us to follow long-term. What we need is something more manageable.
Forming a healthy relationship with food while understanding our own nutritional
requirements as individuals is paramount, along with a daily routine that teaches us to
form habits that will become second nature over time. I always tell my clients that
unfortunately, there is no way around hard work, so looking for short-term fixes is an
ineffective strategy for building the lifelong habits and routines that will make us
successful and healthier in the long run.
We need discipline, motivation and dedication.
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GOAL SETTING
All goals, whether long, medium or short term, must be attainable and realistic.

The first thing to consider when we choose our goals is that not everyone progresses at the
same rate, whether this is due to health reasons, nutrition variations, lifestyle or other life
factors. For this reason, I stress to all my clients that goals, long or short term, must be
attainable and realistic for them. Just because Julie in HR lost 4 stone in 12 weeks, doesn't
mean that you can, too. You need to look at where you want to be and set reasonable,
intermittent goals along the way. If you want to lose 2 stone, first of all you need to lose 3 lbs.
LONG AND SHORT TERM GOAL SETTING

People can often overshoot their fitness goals; expecting a higher rate of return than effort
put in. They can also expect too much, too soon, hoping for miracles without having to work
for it. The trouble with having high expectations is that it’s frustrating to not see the results
you want, and so you might lose heart in the process. This is often the case with fad diets
and the quick-fixes marketed to us. This is why we need a realistic time frame in place.
Incremental goal setting is something I encourage to start seeing results early on and you'll
soon realise how in such little time, you can begin to achieve great things. Having milestones
throughout your journey is a great way to mark progress and see it without having to wait for
your long-term / overall goal, which could take months or years of consistency.
I find that people enquiring about exercise and nutrition have skewed ideas about how long
things should take. We live in a fast-paced world where we are used to getting things
instantly, and so we expect fitness and dieting to be the same. And so, let me introduce short
term goal setting. Once you’ve set your overall, long term goal and maybe a secondary goal /
midway point, you can start plotting a timeline for how long this will take. This is where shortterm milestones become important to reaching the overall goal.

E.G.
START

THESE SHORT TERM GOALS
KEEP US FOCUSED BY
MARKING PROGRESS ALONG
THE WAY.

FINISH

I WANT TO...

1 STONE

LOSE 2

4 LB
DOWN

STONE

LONG TERM GOAL
HAS BEEN SET 12 MONTH TARGET

SHORT TERM
GOAL NO.1 8 WEEKS

1 STONE
DOWN

MID TERM
GOAL 6 MONTHS

7LB
DOWN

SHORT TERM
GOAL NO.2 9 MONTHS

2 STONE
DOWN!
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TRACKING YOUR
PROGRESS

Before taking you through how to set up a diet, first it's good to know the importance of
implementing a successful tracking system. Look backing and reflecting on your journey is
crucial for reaching your goals. Usually done weekly, sometimes monthly, this consists of you
keeping a record of everything you've eaten or had to drink as well as exercise done. There
are Apps available to do this, the most well-known being MyFitness Pal, free to use. Tracking
your progress will show you how effective your dietary changes have been, thus knowing if
and when to make adjustments.
Another important part of tracking your food intake is to pinpoint when progress slows or
stalls, which will inevitably happen over time... progress is not a linear path. Quite often we
find the most progress on our fitness journey occurs in blocks, usually as a triggered
response from a new stressor on the body, such as exercise or a change in nutrition protocol.
As an example, when we first begin to lose weight, we start with a calorie deficit, that is
eating less calories than we burn in a day. As the body adapts to this change, it eventually
tries to find its own equilibrium, meaning that weight loss will come to a halt. This is when we
should implement another change to drive further adaptation and more progress. None of
this would be possible to look back and reflect on if we didn't record and monitor progress.
Having a coach to help you with this is going to help massively as they will do a lot of
checking and monitoring for you, as well as having the knowledge and experience to
understand what to look for. But it is very much possible to do it yourself and be your own
coach. Just remember to record everything and look back often.

KEY POINTS

In summary, keeping a food diary and training log to track progress is an important part of
your relationship with your food and fitness protocol. It means you can look back and see
what you are doing right and how long it worked for and how to further advance towards your
goals.
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BODY COMPOSITION
GOALS

It is typical for people to have one goal in common – weight loss. Of course, this is an
umbrella term and often manifests itself under all sorts of phrases like “I want to tone up”, “be
skinny”, “lean out”, “I want a bikini body”, “new year, new me”. With the exception of some,
most female clients that I see are seeking to drop body fat. By contrast, a lot of males that I
work with are clear on the fact they want to gain muscle and/or lose fat at the same time.
In truth, everyone’s goal should be focused around building muscle and strength through a
resistance based programme. If you want to improve your: overall body composition, (that is
fat to lean muscle ratio), your overall fitness, strength, and health... then lifting weights is the
route to go. The reasons for this are almost uncountable but to name a few:
Increased strength – you’ll notice ease of everyday tasks as well as better performance in
the gym.
Better metabolism – lean muscle mass burns more calories than fat, even at rest,
meaning we burn more calories while our bodies are just ticking over. For every pound in
muscle gained, the body uses around fifty extra calories over a 24 hour period!
Stronger joints – resistance training and gaining muscle will naturally force our joints to
adapt to the new loads and result in stronger tendons, ligaments, cartilage and bones
meaning a reduced risk of injury as we age.
Confidence boost! – When you look better, you naturally feel better, too.
Can lower the risk of Type II Diabetes –the more muscle, the better we are at absorbing
glucose from the bloodstream and storing as glycogen for use when we exercise.
Maintaining these stores has been proven to increase insulin sensitivity and so protect us
from insulin resistance, the mechanism that triggers Type 2 Diabetes.
Better immunity – Lean muscle tissue is the only place the body can store amino acids,
crucial for our ability to take action against pathogens and other toxic compounds in the
body, preventing from illness and leaving us overall healthier.

KEY POINTS

Resistance training aka. lifting weights - is beneficial to us in an abundance ways and should
be a part of our regular exercise routine, regardless of out fitness level and overall goals.
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Unless you’re new to resistance training and the physical adaptations it brings (see below),
it’s actually quite a challenge to drop body fat while gaining muscle mass. To drop body fat
we need to implement a 'calorie deficit'; eating fewer calories than our body uses, thus
creating a negative energy output. It takes 3,500 less calories than our maintenance
requirement to drop one pound of fat. However, to gain lean muscle mass our bodies need to
be in what is referred to as a 'calorie surplus'. Reason being, to synthesize new muscle, we
have to provide our bodies with enough building blocks. Dropping body fat is a faster process
than gaining muscle and so those losing weight will see visual changes much quicker than
those gaining new muscle.
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BODY COMPOSITION

GREAT NEWS FOR BEGINNERS

If you’re new to training and calorie counting, it’s more likely you’ll be able to increase lean
muscle tissue and reduce body fat at the same time. Generally, this is because the more body
fat we have, the more readily available it is to actually lose. Also, when we first start training
and eating better to fuel our bodies, the body reacts in a state of shock, almost, which means
we will burn more fat and gain more muscle. This is the body rapidly adapting to the new
stimuli it’s being put under. This will indeed slow over time as the body adapts to training and
reduced calories. The chances of still losing fat while building muscle eventually slows and
drops off a cliff, at least to any measurable degree.

KEY POINTS

Beginners are able to lose body fat and gain new muscle tissue at the same time, making
their progress look more impressive as the body rapidly tries to adapt to the new changes we
are putting it through.
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We will now explore the two most common dieting strategies and
what each one is used for...
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THE PURPOSE OF THE DIET

THE CALORIE DEFICIT

The most renowned, the hero, the simple yet effective one that a lot of people struggle with.
A calorie deficit is when our calorie intake is reduced to below maintenance requirements to
illicit weight loss. If we drop calories to an extreme low when dieting, it can actually lead to
muscle wastage, or atrophy. This is something we must avoid because of how metabolically
active muscle tissue is and its positive effects on basal metabolic rate and our total daily
energy expenditure. Put simply, muscles burn calories by just existing. We need to create
enough of a deficit to lose fat, but, not one so low that we lose valuable muscle tissue.
We should estimate weight loss on a weekly basis and forecast this over a longer period of
time. There is a theoretical limit to how much fat we can take out of a fat cell, "lipolysis", per
day or week which is affected by our own unique calorie deficit level. So, even if we all starved
ourselves for a week, there is still only a set amount of fat we can readily lose, determined by
the upper limit of fat loss for the individual. We should aim for a certain percentage of weight
loss each week. The higher your fat to lean tissue ratio, the quicker we can expect to see
results. Here’s a rough guide on what to expect:

CURRENT BODY

ESTIMATED WEIGHT

FAT %

LOSS PER WEEK

30+ %
20-30%
15-20%
12-15%
10-12%
> 10%

2.5IBS / 1.1KG
2 IBS / 0.9KG
1.3 IBS / 0.7KG
1.1 IBS / 0.5KG
0.8 IBS / 0.3KG
0.5IBS / 0.2KG

KEY POINTS

Everyone needs to be in a calorie deficit to drop body fat, but, the rate at which we lose fat is
determined by our own individual circumstance, even coming down to our genetic makeup.
But with that being said, we are all capable of shedding the pounds by eating less calories
than we need to function on.
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The trick with dieting is to keep it as simple as possible because it can become mentally and
physically draining. We want the beginning to feel easy, as if we aren’t actually dieting. Many
people can harvest energy to lose weight or short term reasons, like a holiday... but what
happens after when we go back to our normal behaviors? We regain all the weight that we
worked hard to lose, and sometimes more!
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THE PURPOSE OF THE DIET

Studies have shown that those who lose weight with a short-term, extreme diet
often end up gaining more weight then they lost.
One pound of fat is roughly equal to 3,500 calories worth of energy. If you set out to lose a
pound per week, then you should aim for a calorie reduction of 3,500kcal below your
maintenance calorie level. How you go about ding this up will completely depend on your
lifestyle and personal preferences. If adhered to, a calorie deficit will work. There is no other
way to drop fat than to eat less than your body is using. I really want to drive that point home.

N.E.A.T ACTIVITY

In reality, there are many variables that can impact one's maintenance calories. The most
influential is N.E.A.T - non-exercise activity thermogenesis – this is our daily activity level
outside of our actual purposeful exercise. It includes things like cleaning and housework,
shopping, physically demanding jobs like construction work, plus, general fidgeting and
movement throughout the day and the metabolic adaptation that can occur because of this.
We have to consider our NEAT activity in our diet setup, hence the importance of keeping track
of progress to be able to make adjustments when progress stalls. One way of boosting fat
loss if we don't want to drop calories further is to up out NEAT by taking a long walk every day,
for example.
KEY POINTS

It takes around 3,500 calories less than our maintenance calories to lose a pound of fat. Even
if we did no exercise, eating in a calorie deficit will lead to fat loss. NEAT activity should be
considered when calculating our maintenance calories to ensure we are eating the right
amount. We will look at this later.

N.E.A.T activities include our everyday tasks like housework, shopping, walking
to the train station and dog walking.
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THE CALORIE SURPLUS

Used to gain weight, generally muscle, weight gains can be tracked on a monthly basis rather
than weekly as it takes place at a much slower rate than weight loss if done correctly. It takes
considerably more time to synthesize new muscle than it does to release free fatty acids from
fat cells in the body. If a sudden weight increase occurs, exceeding our expectations to that of
muscle building, then we have probably gained some fat, which isn't unheard of and can be
expected to some degree.
TRAINING AGE

We can use “training age” to determine the estimated rate of growth for someone as we gain
larger amounts of lean muscle at the beginning of our journey when we are classed as a
beginner or novice, then progress slows as we move towards intermediate, advanced and elite
levels. While training ages can give a good estimate of how much muscle we can expect to
gain, it shouldn't be taken to the letter. We must of course remember that progress is
idiosyncratic; unique to us all and our own particular set of circumstances and rate.
A lot of people like to think that they can gain large amounts of mass all at once, when in truth,
they end up gaining more body fat, leading to an inevitable weight loss phase after this “bulking”
period. We will cover this in more detail later but remember this:
In truth we only need a small surplus of 200-300 calories per day to be able to
gain muscle adequately.
Here we will look at are two reliable weight gain models that are well known in the industry:

YEARS OF PROPER
TRAINING
1
THE LYLE
MCDONALD
MODEL

THE ALAN
ARAGON
MODEL

2
3
4

CATEGORY
BEGINNER
INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED

POTENTIAL RATE OF MUSCLE
GAIN PER YEAR
20-25Ibs (2Ibs a month)
10-12Ibs (1Ibs a month)
5-6Ibs (0.5Ibs a month)
2-3Ibs (unreliable measure)

RATE OF MUSCLE GAIN
1-1.5% of body weight a month
0.5-1% of body weight a month
0.25-.05% of body weight a month

9

Although presented in different grouping formats, both of these weight gain models are similar
when you do the calculations using a person at the same starting weight. So, whichever model
you go by, learn to trust the process and accept that it takes time to see results that you want.
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THE PURPOSE OF THE DIET

It's worth knowing that these muscle gain models are based on males, simply because that’s
who the research has been done on and, consequently, we have limited information on female
lifters available to us. Part of the reason researchers don't conduct these studies on women is
there is too much variation in results due to the menstrual cycle and the hormonal changes that
come with this. I advise roughly halving the estimated muscle gains in the models shown for
the equivalent female lifter. This is a far more accurate representation of what you’ll likely find
happens in a female. We may also find that young males can develop far faster than these
guides with the right training, nutrition, and recovery due to hormonal advantages.
When we focus on the compound movements like deadlifts, squats and bench press as
opposed to only accessory lifts that a lot of gym-goers commonly use, we actually find that we
are able to gain “year one gains” as seen in the Lyle McDonald model, even if we have been
lifting weights previously, neglecting the large compound lifts. The body responds to the new
stimuli of compound movements because it is a new challenge, demanding on the
musculoskeletal and neurological systems, forcing the body to make rapid adaptations and
grow new muscle. Compound movements give us a bigger bang for our buck in the gym. This is
on the premise, of course, that you follow a well-structured exercise program based on the big
compound lifts with the right accessory movements and progressive overload.
Age also plays a role in our limitations with regards to how much new lean muscle tissue we
can actually synthesize. This, as well as differences in work ethic, schedule and overall
motivation will play a central role in whether or not someone will develop as fast as their
potential may allow. We always aim to overload the body with the correct stimuli in training, but
if the effort is significantly below the threshold for development then progress will reflect this.
Additional factors need to be considered around what is possible with regards to rates of
muscles gain such as work commitments, studies or family responsibilities.

KEY POINTS

We need to be eating in a calorie surplus of 200-300kcal above our maintenance to gain
muscle, not much more than this as we can also gain fat. We all gain muscle at different
rates, with beginners being able to gain more in a shorter period. This is dependant on an
array of circumstances including our diet quality, our age, our work and life commitments
coming before training, motivation, consistency and the actual exercise being done.
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Before creating a diet plan, we must first have in place our goals to give our nutrition a sense
of direction. Once these have been established, we can look at how many calories we should
be eating for what we are looking to achieve. Calorie intake is the most important factor to
look at when it comes to building a diet and so we will look at how to calculate our calories to
begin with. For ease, I will be talking about dieting as though the goal is weight loss.
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STRUCTURING YOUR DIET

Many eating strategies look at removing a “culprit” from our diets and then we assume the
removed culprit is the reason we have lost weight or made significant health improvements.
On occasion, this can be true, but it's not the food group removed that has caused the weight
loss; it's actually the impact on overall calories that has caused weight loss. This diagram was
put forward by Eric Helms and gives us an indication of order of priorities when it comes to
looking at our nutrition, useful for when we are starting to plan our diet.
THE PYRAMID
OF NUTRITION

SUPPLEMENTS

PRIORITIES
MEAL TIMING +
ERIC HELMS

FREQUENCY

MACROS

CALORIES

We will now begin to work up the pyramid, starting with the most important, the bottom tier,
first. As aforementioned, calories are the start point of any diet whether it be for weight loss,
gain or maintenance. To know how many calories to consume, we first need to work out our
BMP (Basal Metabolic Rate.)

KEY POINTS

When working out a dieting strategy, calories should be the main focus and everything else
built around this figure.
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STRUCTURING YOUR DIET

+BMR
BMR is sometimes referred to as “coma calories” because these are the basic calories you use
daily to keep your body ticking over at rest. To find our BMR, we use the Harris-Benedict
formula. This will give us a figure based on averages, so you’ll have to be conscious of your
progress and make necessary changes either up or down depending on what’s happening.
Harris-Benedict Formula:
Men:
BMR = 66.5 + ( 13.75 × weight in kg ) + ( 5.003 × height in cm ) – ( 6.755 × age in years )
Women:
BMR = 655.1 + ( 9.563 × weight in kg ) + ( 1.850 × height in cm ) – ( 4.676 × age in years )
Note:
Because this calculation does not take into consideration your body fat percentage or lean mass it may be slightly
inaccurate, if you are quite lean and have more lean muscle mass then this calculation may under-estimate your BMR as
muscles require more calories even at rest. If you’re largely over-weight then this calculation will over-estimate your calorie
intake, so you have to be mindful of this and make adjustments where necessary, based off of your progress and results.

Once you have your BMR, you must add an “activity multiplier” to suit your own energy
demands. Be honest and realistic:
- Sedentary (little to no exercise): BMR x 1.2
- Lightly active (training/sports 2-3 days/week): BMR x 1.375
- Moderately active (training/sports 4-5 days/week): BMR x 1.55
- Very active (training/sports 6-7 days/week): BMR x 1.725
- Extremely active (training/sports and a physical job): BMR x 1.9
Note:
It’s important to understand this is just a “best guess” calculation as to what your intake actually is; everyone has a different
rate and variables such as non-exercise activity calories (NEAT). Once you have been following the suggested number of
calories for a short period of time, around 5-10 days, we must monitor your weight rigorously to see what changes have
occurred and make adjustments if required.

Let's now find the maintenance calories for the following individual:
Working Example BMR:
100kg male, 27 years old, moderately active, 186cm tall.
BMR = 66.5 + ( 13.75 × weight in kg ) + ( 5.003 × height in cm ) – ( 6.755 × age in years ) =
2148kcal
Then, we must factor in daily energy expenditure using activity levels:
Total daily energy expenditure (TDEE)= (BMR) 2166 + Activity (moderately active) 2148 x 1.55 =
3329 calories every day to match TDEE.
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Now that you know how to find maintenance calories, it is easy to adjust this figure to suit
your goals.
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STRUCTURING YOUR DIET

For weight loss:
Eat below your maintenance calories. Remember than one pound of fat is roughly equal to
3,500 calories. So let's say you wanted to lose 1lb a week, you'd need to reduce your calorie
intake to 3,500 kcal below your maintenance. Going off the above individual, he would need to
eat in a 500kcal deficit every day to achieve 1lb a week fat loss. That means his daily calorie
intake would reduce to 2,829kcal.
It is not recommended to drop below 500kcal daily deficit, unless is controlled periods. For
example, for an individual carrying a lot of excess body fat, implementing a 1000kcal daily
deficit for six weeks to lose weight is fine, then after this time, returning to maintenance
calories to give the body a break. Remember, though, that maintenance calories will of course
alter as your body weight changes. Many people will revert to maintenance calories after a
period of weight loss only to find they are "gaining fat" at what they thought was supposed to
just maintain their current weight. Well, no. Think about it. Your maintenance calories need to
be recalculated to fit your new body weight! If you weigh less, you now need less calories to
sustain life.
For weight/muscle gain:
For the already healthy weight individual, it is recommended they need no more than an extra
200-300kcal per day to grow adequate muscle mass at a steady rate. So for the above
individual, at the far end of the figure he would need to consume 3,629kcal daily in order to
synthesize new muscle tissue when following a good exercise plan. Remember, if we exceed
this recommended amount, we can end up gaining more fat tissue than anything else.

KEY POINTS

Once we find our maintenance calories we can then adjust them to suit our own
requirements. Whether this be weight loss, gain or to maintain our current body weight, we
should continuously measure and review our progress by tracking food and weight
fluctuations.
We shouldn't diet or over-eat too drastically aas we could end up with unwanted results or
health problems from not eating enough over a prolonged period of time.

13
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STRUCTURING YOUR DIET

PROTEIN
Protein plays some pretty essential roles within the body and so, I would say it’s the most
important of the three macronutrients; the other two being fat and carbohydrates. Protein is
required to promote growth, repair damaged cells, and synthesize hormones. It can come
from a variety of sources, but animal sources provide the essential amino acid profile and are
considered complete proteins, along with soy. Multiple studies all agree that those who
engage in regular exercise require more dietary protein than sedentary individuals.
Furthermore, evidence indicates that ingesting protein before or after exercise can enhance
our recovery, immune function and growth and maintenance of lean body mass.
In terms of energy, it provides 4 calories per gram, the same as carbs. Some of the roles that
protein is key for is providing the building blocks to build new muscle tissue when we’re
looking to gain weight, preserve muscle existing tissue when you’re dieting (to prevent
atrophy), increases satiety and has the largest thermal effect of food.
Protein, though, is the most expensive of the three macros and also has a shorter shelf life, so
we want to use as little as we can get away with, ideally, but still be within the suggested
range to give us desired results. The upper limits I have suggested below are well regarded as
safe and studies have gone much higher than this and indicated no problems in otherwise
healthy individuals. Like anything, there are always people who are outliers and, in this case,
may have problems with protein metabolism. But on the whole, most people will be fine and
benefit from these suggested ranges, being able to eat much more if they wanted to.
For the average person who is training and whose goals revolve around body composition;
either fat loss or muscle gain, a range of 1.8-2.2 grams per kilo of body weight is advised.
During dieting phases you may aim for the higher end of the spectrum and lower end if you are
maintaining or gaining weight. If you don’t fall into the category of trying to improve your
physique, you may want to improve performance as an athlete, let's say a marathon runner,
and in this scenario you may aim for a slightly lower protein target of 1.4-1.6 grams per kilo,
thus allowing more room for carbohydrates in your daily calorie allowance.
Working Example (Upper Protein Limit):
100kg body weight x2.2 = 220g protein each day. Multiply by 4 as there are 4kcal per gram =
880kcal from protein each day.

14
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STRUCTURING YOUR DIET -

There is an argument that you should base protein intake on your lean tissue mass and not
just body weight alone. There is an element of truth to this, but the most coaches don't
implement this way of measuring for the majority of clients. Most people won’t know their
level of body fat and muscle mass ratios, which makes it the coach's issue to work out.
Whereas I can use body fat tests using calipers to work out body fat percentages of my clients
and then muscle mass amounts, it is not really necessary until we get into the elite athlete
category where every gram counts. I like to just go off bodyweight with most clients but, do
take into consideration that more muscle mass may require more protein and when overweight individuals have less muscle, you may not need as much.
Just a note on protein shakes, too. They’re a cheap and convenient method of getting protein
in when on the run. We can use them to supplement protein that we may not have time to get
due to missed meals that day which is what they are developed for, not to replace whole food
meals. Being consistent with a well-balanced diet is, of course, most important, but when time
is short, protein shakes are a useful tool to help us hit our daily macros.

KEY POINTS

Protein plays many important roles in key processes in the body and should be prioritised in
any diet, regardless of the expected outcome of that diet.
For the average person who wants to either lose fat or gain muscle, a range of 1.8-2.2 grams
per kilo of body weight is advised. Protein will help to preserve existing muscle mass when
we are dieting to lose weight and shouldn't be lowered to below the ideal ranges noted above.

Protein is important to build new muscle, repair structures in the body and
preserve muscle mass when dieting.

15
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FATS
Fat, the macronutrient we find we either love or hate. People tend to be fat-phobic; completely
fearing fat and aiming to avoid it or, are super keen like with the ketogenic diet, where fat is
the predominant source of fuel getting 70-80% of your calorie intake from fat-rich foods. Both
are pretty extreme and unnecessary as our requirements are somewhere in the middle of
these two extremes. As well as being nutritionally invalid, practically both methods totally limit
our food options which long term just isn’t a sustainable choice for most people. Fat contains
9 calories per gram, so is the most calorie dense of the macronutrients. We need slightly less
of it in the day's calorie allowance to achieve the required calories taken from fat, but still
enough to provide us with all the benefits that our bodies need.
Fat is so incredibly important for the body to function optimally and low-fat diets are more
dangerous than beneficial, hence eliminating fat completely from the diet should never be an
option on the journey to reaching your goals. Fats provide the building blocks to synthesize
the sex hormones including testosterone and estrogen, an essential part of our functioning.
We get fat soluble vitamins A, D, E and K from our fat intake, we store fats for energy which
also provides insulation and protection of our vital organs and, of course, we use fat as a fuel
source during some lower intensity activities such as long walks and the cross-trainer.
ESSENTIAL FATTY ACIDS

We need small amounts of what are known as “essential fatty acids” in our diet, consumed
daily to support optimal bodily health and function. Most people typically get this from their
diet with foods such as oily fish, flax seeds and walnuts or even supplementing fish oils.
There are called essential fatty acids because the body because you cannot produce them
and so needs a consistent intake of them to keep levels optimal. It doesn't store essential
fatty acids, it will just use them as required until the next intake comes through. Essential fatty
acids are used for a number of processes in the body:
Development and function of the brain and nervous system,
Proper thyroid and adrenal activity,
Blood pressure regulation,
They form healthy cell membranes,
Promote healthy liver function as well as immune and inflammatory responses.
To name but a few!
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When deciding how to split macronutrients over a day’s calories, having looked at protein
intake first, you can then begin to explore fats. Leaner individuals do well with less fat and
more carbohydrates whereas people with higher body fat percentages usually do better on
higher fat and lower carbohydrate ratios. But overall, we’re going to shoot for a moderate
approach that gives all the benefits we want and need from fats but doesn’t totally crowd out
the other macronutrients that are still important.
The range I suggest is 20-30% of your overall calories from fat or alternatively, you can work it
out as 1-1.4 grams per kilo of body weight, giving a similar result.
Working Example:
For our 100kg individual with moderate fat intake. 100x1.2= 120g of fat per day. Multiply this
by 9 as it is 9kcal per gram of fat, we get 1,080kcal from fat every day.
When we add this to our calories that we have from protein (pg 14) we have:
880kcal + 1,080kcal = 1,960kcal.
If we go off of our maintenance calories for this individual being 3329kcal (pg 12) then we
know that we have 1,369kcal left that will be our daily carbohydrate split.
So... Now you have your fat and protein intake sorted! It's time to look at carbohydrates.

Note
It’s a personal preference how much dietary fat an individual may want based off how well
they perform with fats both physically and from a mental standpoint. Some people believe
they have improved mood, more energy, and better mental clarity when fats are slightly higher.
You can simply adjust the carbohydrate intake up or down to allow for your fat intake
preference.
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CARBOHYDRATES
Let's begin by separating fact from fiction: It’s true, we can live without carbohydrates.
Fascinatingly, our bodies, over years of evolution have developed a backup system we call
“ketosis”, hence the ketogenic diet, which utilises a different source of fuel to the usual
carbohydrates we consume. Historically, this would occur in times of famine as a reserve so
that we didn’t just die if carbohydrate foods were scarce. As a species we wouldn’t have
survived for very long otherwise. But, just because we have it as an option as an emergency
back-up, I wouldn’t suggest using it. Especially if you can achieve the same results with a less
demanding approach so you can still have enjoyable foods that taste good, letting us be
flexible when socialising and going out for meals, too.
Carbohydrates make foods taste better, but they also are the preferred choice of fuel for our
muscles to use when we have them available. We even have small reserves known as
glycogen which is when glucose, a simple sugar, is transferred into glycogen to be stored
inside muscles for future use. If it needs these stores, it converts glycogen back into glucose
to use as fuel for the muscles to carry out daily activities.
Fiber
Fiber are carbohydrates that support digestion by being an un-digestible mass that promote
regular bowel movements and healthy gut flora. Carbs can be thought of as starchy (bread,
rice, potato etc) or fibrous (fruits, vegetables, legumes, and oats are also very high in fiber as
well as being starchy). Fiber is a vitally beneficial part of our diet and should not overlooked.
We’ll divide fiber into two categories of insoluble and soluble fiber.
Soluble fiber dissolves in water, turning into a gel like solution and is usually found inside the
plant itself. Examples: Fruits, broccoli, pulses, and oats. Insoluble fiber is often found on plant
and fruit skins, absorbing water and making it bulky to support digestion. Examples: Fruit
skins, veg skins, corn, outer coating of grains.

Fibrous foods are an important part of our daily nutritional intake, working to
keep us healthy and can be missed out if we remove carbs from the diet.
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Some benefits of fiber:
- Helps keeping our bowels moving and therefore healthy,
- Slows down the speed of which food is digested, having a knock-on effect on glycemic
control. This helps keep blood sugar from “peaks and troughs”, which helps with energy
balance throughout the day. It impacts satiety levels, keeping us feeling fuller for longer and
therefore less likely to over eat,
- Lowers our risk of colon cancer,
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It should be noted, however, that excess amounts of fiber can have a negative impact on nutrient absorption.

CARBOHYDRATE REQUIREMENTS

At this point, you should have already worked out your daily calorie target and looked at your
protein and fat intake, relevant to your own personal nutritional goals. You need to combine
your protein and fat targets together as shown on page 17 and the remaining calories is how
many carbohydrates that are available to you over the course of a day. But, let's recap, using
the figures from our 100kg male example:
Protein:
If we use the higher end of the reference range for someone looking to build or maintain
muscle mass and doing resistance training which is 2.2 grams per kilo of body weight.
100 x 2.2 = 220 grams of protein per day = 880kcal (180x4 because each gram of protein
contains 4 calories).
Fat:
For moderate fat intake. 100x1.2= 120g of fat per day. Multiply this by 9 as it is 9kcal per gram
of fat, we get 1,080kcal from fat every day.
When we add this to our calories that we have from protein we have:
880kcal + 1,080kcal = 1,960kcal.
Carbs:
If we go off of our maintenance calories for this individual being 3,329 (pg 12) then we know
that we have 1,369kcal left that will be our daily carbohydrate split.
1,369kcal divided by 4 (kcal per gram of carbohydrates) = 342g of carbs per day.

We now have the following daily calorie split with our macronutrients:
Protein – 880kcal or 220g
Fat – 1,080kcal or 120g
Carbohydrate - 1369kcal or 342g
Total calories: 3329
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ALCOHOL
You didn't think you'd make it through a nutrition book without a section on alcohol now, did
you? Alcohol contains calories, which is the first thing to understand! The calorific content is
actually quite high at 7kcal per gram, more than protein and carbs(4kcal/gram) but just less
than fats (9kcal/gram). Carbohydrates generally sit alongside alcohol either from fruit, barley,
or the mixers that we add to our drinks, so we need to consider this when we choose our
drinks. When it comes to alcohol and diets, it is important to plan ahead. Here's how:
Think about offsetting the alcohol calories that you plan to drink that day against your fat and
carbohydrate calories. This way, you still preserve the important macro of energy balance,
protein, and don’t risk completely ruining your macros for the day.
It’s important to not completely say no to clients when asked about alcohol when dieting as I
could end up losing their trust. It’s unrealistic for the majority of us to abstain from drinking,
especially when it plays such a huge part of our socialisation infrastructure. And the truth is
that only a small group of the population can stick to anything their coach recommends by the
letter. I encourage a balanced lifestyle and don't advise being completely restrictive as people
can only maintain this for a short period of time. Feeling restricted for long periods can lead to
binges and so, a negative attachment to food / drink begins. This is partly down to the common
idea of “cheating” on our diets, putting us into a guilty mindset. But what if we can be inclusive
of food variety and still enjoy social occasions while being health conscious? You guessed it...
Adherence in the long-run is higher and results are steady. Oh and we are happier, too.
Important things to know about alcohol and the body:
1) Alcohol is toxic to the body by nature and will take preference over other fuel sources to
get processed first. The by-product of alcohol metabolism is acetate and this compound is
toxic to us. So when you’re drinking alcohol, fat breakdown is stopped until this process has
been dealt with first, to remove toxins.
2) We store the fat we eat while drinking alcohol as body fat if we are in a calorie surplus. The
amount we store as body fat is dependent on how much we over consume. The same goes for
protein, although it is not usually stored as fat; it contributes to our daily calorie intake and if we
push ourselves over maintenance protein, it will be a contributing factor to weight gain as it is
extra calories that we cannot utilise for other purposes.
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WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU KNOW
YOU'VE GOT A NIGHT OUT PLANNED

If you know you’re going to be drinking heavily and don’t plan on counting the actual calories
you are consuming from alcohol all night, I would make a couple of suggestions:
Firstly, prioritize your protein goal earlier on in the day. Basically, use your calories wisely
and ensure you hit your protein goal.
Secondly, keep fat intake lower for the day as it is the most calorie dense macronutrient.
If you’re drinking heavily you’ll almost be sure to go over your calories for the day and
more fat could be stored as a result.
Finally, try choosing drinks that will limit your calorie intake such as clear spirits with low
calorie mixers. Don't be afraid of ordering "diet" versions of your favourite sodas, artificial
sweeteners have no scientific backing to support claims they are bad on our health.

KEY POINTS

Alcohol is considered a toxin to us humans. This doesn't mean we can't drink it; thankfully our
bodies have a way of removing it and keeping us safe. What it does mean, however is that
your other metabolic processes will be put on hold in the meantime. We can limit the overconsumption of calories on our daily targets by planning ahead and being sensible with the
day's food intake before we go out drinking.

While alcohol can cause many to fail their diets, with the right planning we can still
enjoy drinking and get the results we want.
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HYDRATION
Staying hydrated is important for so many reasons. It is vital for healthy digestion, blood
pressure, fluid balance, can prevents injuries and of course, headaches.There are many
equations for working out how much water you should be drinking - none of which are terribly
accurate because everyone’s different and therefore we all require different amounts to
optimally hydrate. One example is:
you
Body weight in kg x 0.033 = litres of water to be consumed per day
For our 100kg male: 100kg x .033 = 3.3 litres a day
You may want to add more to your own intake if you’re quite active and exercise often. Hot
climates will demand more water intake so make sure to factor this in the summer months. If
you’re a prolific sweater, you'll need to drink more or if have dark urine frequently, you should
take note as this classic sign of dehydration. You should aim to be hydrated with clear urine
by the time you exercise as dehydration will for sure negatively impact on gym performance.

KEY POINTS

It's important to be aware of how much fluids we need in a day and keep track of this. We
should ensure we are adequately hydrated before we exercise and check the colour of our
urine often, in case we are dehydrated.
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MEAL TIMING
AND FREQUENCY
When planning a diet, how many meals to eat each day all comes down to logistics and
personal preference. We have to look at what works for you and take into consideration your
lifestyle and restrictions you may have. Let’s consider a nurse for example, they may have
limited time to actually sit down and eat so they favor fewer meals per day. Here, we’d consider
bigger portions and maybe a float meal such as a protein shake, then some snacks like nuts
and berries to have on the go.
We also have those with the ability to eat smaller, more frequent meals during the day which
they may prefer to do. It doesn’t really provide either individual with an advantage other the
other, not unless we are getting down to extreme forms of nutrition that pro bodybuilders or
professional athletes would want to consider.
The next factor to consider when looking meal frequency is how much food we actually need to
eat every day. It may be completely unrealistic to aim to gain weight as a 100kg male on two
meals a day while doing intermittent fasting. You’d struggle to get enough calories in.
Be realistic on how much you have to eat per day and how many meals it will take to do this somewhere between two and five meals a day is normal. More than this would be ok but is
impractical and the benefits of doing so are very small. I would look to include snacks and float
meals for most people as not every time we eat will be a meal but organised snacks fitting into
our macros still count and actually help us from reaching for unhealthy, quick alternatives.

KEY POINTS

There is no right or wrong answer for the quantity of meals consumed over a day, or the
frequency at which they are eaten. Float meals and snacks that fit our calories and
macronutrients are a great way to stop us reaching for high-calorie, high temptation foods!
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DAILY MEALS FOR WEIGHT LOSS

Ideally when adjusting your nutrition to lose fat, I'd recommend you aim for fewer meals a day,
say 2-4, and ensure these fit your calorie allowance. It may also benefit you to eat high
satiating meals with protein rich foods so that you feel full up for longer and keep blood sugar
from dropping too low. Protein is the most satiating macronutrient and it takes a long time to
break down. Fibrous vegetables also have a very satiating impact so try to include them in your
meals throughout the day, also. If you want to eat more frequently than this then you will have
to eat much smaller meals to keep your calories within your deficit range, but, if that’s what you
can stick to and it works for you logistically, then you absolutely can do this.

DAILY MEALS FOR WEIGHT GAIN

As you know for weight gain we need to be in a calorie surplus. It’s likely you’ll have to increase
the number of meals you eat each day, probably between 3-5 because getting in the volume of
food you need will be slightly more challenging if you try and do it with just two meals a day, for
example. You may also consider some liquid calories between meals as this way it’s easy to
get calories that digest quickly, so the body can utilize them and you won’t be full for a very
long period of time, ready for your next actual meal. This is the opposite approach to the above
weight loss set up where we are looking to eat foods which are highly satiating. Bear in mind
we still want to focus on healthy eating and not resorting to a diet largely made of high-calorie,
highly refined foods!

COULD I EAT JUST ONE MEAL A DAY?

Eating as little as one meal a day may with all of your daily calories in can lead to muscle
breakdown at a faster rate than expected. By simply spreading meals out more equally we can
reduce the rate of muscle lost throughout the dieting phase. Another consideration as to why
you wouldn’t have one meal a day even if you could reach your goal calories in doing so is
because you’d compromise pre-workout nutrition or post-workout nutrition, either having to
exercise fasted and eat after, or, train fed and not eat after your workout; both being suboptimal ways of eating around our exercise.
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PLANNING MEALS AROUND
RESISTANCE TRAINING

When it comes to planning nutrition around one resistance exercise session per day, you don’t
have to make extra considerations with regards to the timing of your food. You should have
fully restored glycogen levels and have eaten enough protein if you have hit your nutritional
targets. This then stimulates muscle protein synthesis (MPS), which is the pathway for
hypertrophy, that is muscle repair and therefore growth. Your main concern should be to eat
around 90-120 minutes before you train and then eat a meal with some simple carbohydrates
like rice-cakes, fruit, jam, honey and some protein within an hour of finishing your session.
Special considerations should be made if you train early mornings as eating a large meal
before you exercise is unrealistic. In this case you may choose to use BCAAs, essential amino
acids or even a protein shake so that you’re not training completely fasted (on an empty
stomach). Sometimes, I suggest to my clients drinking a BCAA formula with water 10 minutes
before their session begins and then eat their first meal post-training. This ensures adequate
hydration for exercise and gives the body some easy to absorb protein to use as basic fuel for
the workout.

PLANNING MEALS AROUND ENDURANCE TRAINING

Endurance athletes must pay particular attention to their food because they train and compete
for an incredible amount of time which is hard work for the body. It’s important to fuel before,
during and after sessions. If you are training and it happens to be a session over 90 minutes
long then consider having carbohydrates whilst exercising . 30-90 grams an hour will prevent
you losing energy as glycogen will begin to deplete as you train and keeping topped up is key
to prolong athletic performance. You shouldn’t wait until you’re 90 minutes into the session to
begin refueling; it’s too late by then.

KEY POINTS

Depending on our lifestyle and the types of exercise we partake in, we can plan our meals to
suit our own needs. It should be a meal plan that you can stick to and won't leave you feeling
depleted of energy or hungry for long periods, where possible.
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In cases you maybe doing two training sessions a day you can consider the following:
Glycogen replenishment is only needed for individuals doing more than one session of
seriously hard training a day, it takes around 90 minutes to actually deplete glycogen levels
so only worry about true calorie and macronutrient splitting if you are a high performing
athlete and have two sessions planned in one day. Otherwise, you will replenish your
glycogen from your meals throughout the day in time for training the next day.
When it comes to eating after your first training session of the day, in preparation for your
second session, you should consider eating fast-acting carbohydrates in high amounts and
easily digestible proteins such as whey, egg whites and fish. Keep fats and dietary fiber
lower because they can have an impact on our ability to absorb the nutrients we need for
recovery, ready for the next training session.

HYDRATION AND EXERCISE

To perform well in the gym, staying hydrated is incredibly important. This is especially so for
endurance athletes or other sports persons. You don’t want to lose any more than 2-3% of your
body weight in water during the course of your run/exercise/sport as this can significantly
impair your performance. Using electrolyte solutions can be used to boost hydration as they
help fluid absorption and retention within the muscles. If sessions last less than 60 minutes
then water and perhaps electrolytes would still be fine to use to ensure adequate hydration.
Electrolytes should be used during warm weather periods as we lose lots of mineral salts in our
sweat and replacing with just water doesn’t adequately hydrate us again, we would probably
just excrete it shortly after as urine.

MACRO SPLITS THROUGHOUT THE DAY

Whether your nutrition focus is either weight loss or gaining muscle, you're an endurance
athlete or whatever your goals may be, it is better - and easier - to divide your macros fairly
equally throughout the day. There is no real benefit to heavily consuming any of your macros to
certain parts of the day, like “no carbs after 6pm", for example. You can split them throughout
the day into equal portions:
E.g. If you eat three meals a day and have a target of 120g of protein to hit then aim to hit 40g
of protein during each meal. Simples.
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INTERMITTENT FASTING

If it suits you and your goals you can indeed fast, but it isn’t the cornerstone of our nutrition
when we want to build our diet plan. A scenario in which it may be appropriate would be a
person who aiming to lose weight and is therefore in a calorie deficit, eating two main meals a
day and training in the evening. This person could find that skipping breakfast is convenient for
them and they are able to have good energy throughout the morning until lunch. They can then
split their daily calories up between lunch and dinner. This can act as their pre-workout and
post-workout meals respectively, helping them to fuel their exercise and also support recovery.

KEY POINTS

Choosing when to have our meals around exercise can help aid with energy and recovery. If
we are still unsure then listening to our bodies to gauge how we feel during exercise will help.
Fasting shouldn't be seen as a way of speeding up or guaranteeing fat loss, but more as a
way to prevent over-eating over the day if we can happily skip breakfast and eat our day's
food from lunchtime onwards.
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MAKING ADJUSTMENTS
We will look at how to keep track of your
Diet
Weight
Body composition.
Here's why:
Once you’ve put together a plan of action aimed towards your goals, you will have to be diligent
in keeping track of your progress. You may have all the information to go ahead and get the
results you want but without preparation and persistence those results may never come. If
you’re seeing consistent changes in weight over time then you need to pay close attention to
this so you can look at why this is happening. By doing this thoroughly, you will be able to
adjust your nutrition, as necessary, when progress slows and stalls.
First off, we need to take into consideration that the figures and calculations given to find your
maintenance calorie figure and then target figures are based on averages, all done through
various studies over decades. In these studies, averages are taken to give us the estimated
range that most people will find suitable and be able to work with. Averages are still averages,
and you are an individual. This could mean that you may not fit perfectly into the equation set
out for you and for many reasons; including your amount of muscle mass, your goal weight in
relation to current as well as your actual healthy weight, your starting calorie intake,
prescription medications, and NEAT, which are just a few examples.
With this in mind, we must use a rational perspective. We may not get the right numbers first
time around and can take a bit of time to autoregulate for your body so that you can make
progress towards your goal. People often fail because they’re so emotionally invested in the
end result that when their body weight changes by the smallest amount in the opposite way
they want (which could simply be a bit of water retention or slow bowel movements), they fall
off the plan completely and lose focus, pushing their overall progress back.
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WEIGHT FLUCTUATIONS

If we do happen to see small changes that don’t fit your goals then there is usually
a completely rational explanation. Have a think about your habits over the last
couple of days - maybe you ate out somewhere and didn’t take into account the
amount of sodium used, causing some water retention. Or you may have
underestimated the calories in a meal or two. Really this should be OK and within
limits of our allowance but reflection shows how wrong we can be when
estimating calories in, especially out in pubs and restaurants. Additionally,
changes in the food groups you’ve been eating or a new routine could cause
bowels to slow down showing scale weight heavier than expected. Also, for
prolonged dieting, levels of thyroid hormones begin to lower and slowing down of
the metabolism occurs which will impact the speed of digestion.
On the flip side, you may weigh yourself and get a lighter reading than expected
because of water fluctuations or improved bowel movements. If bowel
movements are faster than usual then you could get an odd reading because the
amount of food mass in your digestive tract has now reduced. These changes in
weight are not related to body fat levels.
When losing weight, be cautious of trying to do so faster than the average, healthy
range of 1-2lb per week as you risk losing much more muscle mass as well as fat.
If this occurs then you’ll definitely want to increasE calories to prevent your body
going catabolic, where it consumes a lot of muscle tissue alongside fat.
If weight loss is negligible then consider reducing calories further to begin losing
weight. Be cautious not to make too large of a reduction otherwise you’ll end up
going catabolic. It is hard to give an exact amount of calories to drop by for
inducing weight loss as it depends on how many calories you’re currently
consuming. For example, a small female with low muscle mass might only need
100kcal per day drop to get results, whereas a much larger male with greater
amounts of muscle can get away with larger reductions in calories up to 300-400
per day.
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A NOTE ON GAINING WEIGHT

When gaining weight, we want to be doing so at a rate that fits the Lyle McDonald
or Alan Aragon model. This means we are feeding the muscles adequately, fueling
our training and making sure to get in balanced macros to support the muscle
building process. Any slower than these guidelines and tracking our progress
becomes difficult so consider aiming for a slightly more aggressive ‘gains’
approach when seeking to get bigger and increase muscle mass.
"BULKING"

Something that happens all too often in the gym culture is when we gain weight
faster than necessary. This means there is a possibility you’ll be gaining body fat
at an accelerated rate, creating a level of insulin resistance. This leads to a
problem - the body fat to muscle mass ratio in every pound that you put on will be
the majority fat. You should want to gain weight healthily, adding muscle mass and
minimal fat. You can’t get around the fact that when you gain muscle, you’re going
to gain some body fat, but it is to what degree you choose.
My recommendation would be to consider increasing your calories if you find
you're gaining muscle at a slower rate than mentioned on page 9, or reduce them if
you’re gaining faster and seeing fat appearing. Seeing the scales go up every week
shouldn't be the goal - building muscle takes time.
As mentioned in the goal setting section if you’re new to resistance training it is
possible to gain new muscle while dropping body fat. But once we progress out of
the initial beginner phase, we struggle to do both simultaneously. Being leaner and
stronger means have to prioritise one over the other - gain muscle or lose body fat.
KEY POINTS

Bulking, or gaining weight too fast, holds no benefit to us when gaining new muscle mass.
If anything, it can actually set progress back; after the bulking phase people like to diet back
down to look lean, where a lot of the newly gained muscle tissue is lost through atrophy
during a calorie deficit.
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HOW TO MAKE THE BEST OF
YOUR DIET

Most approaches to dieting that we see endorsed in the media are fine over short
periods and can be done safely with some positive effects on health and overall
weight management. We must accept , though, that any success is down to the
adjustment in caloric intake. The calorie deficit is the sole cause for fat loss. If
you find one of these approaches helps you to keep on track with a diet phase, like
intermittent fasting, then brilliant.
Maybe you’re new to fat loss and have bad eating habits. Some struggle to keep to
a plan when given too much choice, leading to poor discipline. Removing any
temptation by sticking to an inflexible plan can enforce the diet and kick-start your
weight loss. But this should be done as a short-term strategy, with the intention to
bring more variety into the diet at a later date, once some behavioral changes have
been implemented and executed consistently. Too much restriction can lead to a
negative relationship with certain foods and lead us to failure, creating an
unhealthy cycle of hard dieting and binge eating.
Once they’ve reached their weight related goals, I like to get my clients to a point
where they can have flexibility with their food so they don’t have to be overly
restrictive and can eat a generally healthy diet to manage body weight. This is
done by helping them stick to maintenance calories.
Something as simple as having a calorie and protein target can help keep you on
track and eating healthy. I recommend 80% of the time to aim to eat wholesome
foods, the rest of the time leaving room for a variety of foods that you enjoy.
Studies show that allowing flexibility around food choices whilst
still implementing a calorie-controlled diet
creates long-term compliance from the majority of people.
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FACTORS THAT AFFECT
YOUR DIET

The easier a diet is to stick to the better the results will be. The perfect diet done
for 4 weeks is going to be inferior to the 80-20 diet (as mentioned on previous
page) you can stick to for a prolonged period. The "best, healthiest" diet may be
unsuitable for you and so you have to be honest with your limitations and set
realistic goals and expectations around how much time and effort you have to
invest in this journey.
Factors that can impact how you setup your diet up include:
Previous experience with dieting,
A history of bad eating habits like binge eating or comfort eating,
Ongoing illness or injury,
Highly stressful job or long working hours,
Religious practices such as Ramadan,
Your own ethical beliefs: vegetarian, vegan, flexitarian etc.
Financial restraints,
Unsupportive family members/friends/colleagues,
If you are a parent or carer and are cooking for others as well as yourself.
I believe dieting in most cases should be as easy as possible for as long as
possible, what I mean by this is a lot of people only work in extremes such as
severe, liquid only or very low-calorie diets. The problem with this is when the diet
phase finishes, people return back to their old eating habits and their weight is
regained (this happens to 95% of people after reaching their goal weight according
to one statistic) because they haven’t developed any key skills around managing
nutrition. These are needed for long-term success.
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